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SERVICED 3-BEDROOM POOL VILLA IN RAWAI FOR RENT

Bathrooms: 3.5

Bedrooms: 3

Lot size: 320

Price: 6000

Property size: 135
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Luxury Boutique Villa between Nai Harn and Rawai Beach with Massage Therapists, Chef, Maid
and Complimentary Concierge Service during your stay.

Free airport transfer / mini-bus with driver. Upon request Life Coaches, Nutritionists, Personal
Trainers, Yoga Instructors, Private Chef (Delicious Thai food, Raw Vegan Food, Healthy Options,
European and middle Eastern Cuisine, BBQ,) and Maid on standby.

Daily housekeeping
Laundry service (upon request) *
Babysitting service available (upon request) *
In-house Spa Treatment (upon request) *
Car and driver for hire (upon request) *
Car hire (upon request) *
Full-time Chef (Western and Thai specialties) *
Thai cooking classes (upon request) *

* fees apply

The villa manager, chef, maid and concierge service ensure that every need is taken care of
efficiently and with the utmost professionalism and care. Enjoy a full range of services on offer, from
poolside massages to babysitting.

The service of some staff is included at the villa. Additional services such as those of babysitters
and/or drivers can be sourced in advance or on site upon request. Although such services cannot
be guaranteed and will depend on availability, the Villa Concierge will do their best to find suitable
arrangements.

This tasteful, elegant and totally private Hidden Boutique Villa with sweeping open spaces, in a
secured enclave, this 3-bedroom villa has attentive dedicated staff and is an ideal setting for
winding down and spending time. With the sofa in the Lounge which can easily be turned into a
comfortable sleeping option it's possible to host up to 8 people.

The Villas beyond calm ambiance is enhanced by hypnotic views and tropical bird songs in the
garden. A blend of natural materials results in a simple but beautiful interior, complemented by
bespoke furniture artfully created from wood and metal.

The 3-bedroom suites provide discreet hideaways with large, comfortable beds and panoramic
views, particularly the master suite with a soaker tub. Every bedroom is equipped with a sound
system. Indoor and outdoor speakers.

Time at the Villa stands still as days are spent swimming and sunbathing. A refreshing dip in the big
pool or a lazy afternoon lounging on the terrace to the sound on your desired music will soothe
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away any worries. Enjoy a relaxing breakfast or Bliss out with a massage and delight in the delicious
Thai dishes prepared by your private in-villa chef. As evening falls, the island and ocean view
transforms into a vista of stars and twinkling lights, inviting you to venture out and discover Phuket’s
vibrant nightlife. This spacious holiday retreat features a stunning 9-meter infinity swimming pool
and a full complement of quality services.

The Villa's lush tropical landscape, seamlessly connected indoor-outdoor spaces and expansive
Thai contemporary design, offer a wonderful balance of private and fun spaces for families to enjoy
A sense of majesty ensues from the moment you arrive. Entering through its oversized teak front
doors is
to step inside another world; a true tropical escape.

The pool deck offers a divine choice of spots to catch the sun's rays, while a lovely outdoor provides
a shaded lounge area. Towering fan palms and a rich variety of tropical garden plants create a vivid
green landscape and a natural border that keep the villa private and secure.

Daily Rates from THB 6,000, monthly rates from THB 100,000 - please enquire for your personal
quotation.

REAL Ref. 13478


